Getting
Vaxxed

A fresh perspective from an audience
you've never heard from before

sliated ydutS

Insights captured in a
modern and meaningful way

"Getting vaxxed" fielded between
May 18 and 26, 2021, among n=408 newly
engaged Cashew app users. The survey
averaged 5 mins and 30 seconds, paying
survey takers $2.45.

Since the launch of the Cashew app in
April 2021, Cashew's proprietary panel
has been growing steadily.
Currently, users skew female, younger,
and tend to live in Alberta, Ontario, or
British Columbia. The detailed
respondent profile can be found in the
appendix.
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Conflicting information about the effects of
the COVID-19 vaccine is sparking confusion
among Canadians.
In addition, a plan for how Canada will get the
country fully vaccinated is unclear.

The demand to work from home may be
so strong that employees threaten to
leave if it's not an option.
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The way people deal with this uncertainty could go

Vaccine uptake is high, but the
impact on our lives is uncertain

a few different ways - we may be more reliant than
ever on the government for direction or start to
make decisions for ourselves

Lack of consistent or clear information seems to be

Confidence in Canada's
rollout plan is low

contributing to this, highlighting the need for
reliable sources of truth that are communicating
the same message

Starting to see the light at the

There is strong agreement that things can't get
worse from here on out, which means people are

end of the tunnel

starting to feel a broad sense of hope

While demand for a home/office hybrid model is

There is a clear preference for
flexibility in the future of work

high, only 1% would quit their jobs if this was not
offered going forward. How this impacts company
culture and leadership expectations is up in the air
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Findings

57% say the worst
is behind us

We seem to be hitting a turning point

As only a small proportion still think the worst period
of the pandemic is yet to come (5%).

Others believe it's the worst period of the crisis right
now (25%), and the remaining simply don't know (13%).
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Vaccine uptake appears to be extensive, as only

58% have had

a small proportion report being opposed

their first dose

Only 3% do not intend to get the vaccine.

While 1-in-10 say they are still trying to decide.

5% have had both
24% intend to
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Theme

66%

Trust the vaccine to be
safe and effective

This trust is driven by confidence in
the medical community

"I trust the doctors and
the science behind it."

With only 9% saying they trust the vaccine very little,
confidence in medical professionals to provide a
vaccine to the public that is considered safe is
widespread.
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However, there are
mixed perceptions on
exactly what to expect

When will the second
dose be available?
Can I still carry COVID-

27% I worry about the effectiveness of
the vaccine because of the length of
time in between my first and second
dose
22% unsure/don't know enough about
it
18% a longer length of time between
doses makes the vaccine more effective

19 and pass to someone
else if I’m vaccinated?
Once I get the second
vaccine, is it 100%
effective, and if yes is it
also 100% effective
against passing it on?

17% one dose of the vaccine protects
me from getting COVID-19 90% of the
time
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70% believe that if
they've received
their first dose,
their COVID-19
symptoms will be
less severe

While perceptions about the exact details on the
effectiveness of the vaccine are unclear to many, there
is one thing most tend to agree on - they can still get
infected with COVID-19, but may avoid getting the
serious symptoms.
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Show hesitancy

84%

toward Canada's
vaccine rollout plan

Poor planning from government and

44% somewhat confident, understand most of it

production issues spark concern

29% somewhat confused, have questions

Around one third (31%) say poor government planning
and/or the absence of vaccine production in Canada (32%)

10% very confused, have many questions

has contributed to a slower rollout of the vaccine.

A quarter cite a shortage of supply overall, while 1-in-10 say
it's due to lack of locations and/or medical staff.
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Mostly the timing between the two
doses and how that may contribute to
the effectiveness. Canada seems to be on
its own with this plan and it’s a little
disconcerting.
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Moving forward, the

Theme
option
to work
remotely is a no-brainer

"Being in the office full time is no longer necessary as I
The majority would request to work from home full
can complete my work from anywhere now."
time (34%) or adopt a hybrid style between home and
office (36%) if their employer asked them to return to
the office.
"I believe it is possible to maintain most major business

Providing a choice vs. forcing a return to office

functions while my team is working from home."

appears to be important to retaining talent in the
post-pandemic environment.
"My office has switched permanently to a flexible work
schedule and we haven’t lost any productivity as a
result of working from home."
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Remote work has uncovered demand for a
new working style

Flexibility and

Mental and physical

Cost and time

well-being

savings

"I do really appreciate the

"I have enjoyed the flexibility of

"It is great to be able to save

flexibility of working remotely

being at home (no commute, more

on fuel and travel time to be

when it comes to childcare or

time with my spouse, better

more available to my family. "

illness or being able to do my

wellbeing with being able to take

job from anywhere in the

walks in the middle of the day). I

world."

can plan my days better for my

convenience

productivity)."
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A cookie-cutter

I miss the social

approach won't work.

interaction and

In-person connection
is still very important.

collaboration. It’s an
important piece of
working. I also miss the
separation between home

About a quarter (26%) are ready to return to the office
full time. For this group, digital interaction can't

life and work life, I felt

replace the value of in-person collaboration.

like I could be better at
Further, they struggle with the lack of differentiation

both aspects when there

between work and home. They reference needing "a
break from home" and like the idea of their home

was more separation.

going back to a "no work zone".
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A bit about Cashew

Respondents are people too,

hello,

Cashew is built the way it is to
remind you of that.

we are
cashew.

Knowing where your data comes from
shouldn't be hard, we make it easy by
verifying identity through their bank
account.

With personalized push
notifications, insights come quicker
than what you're used to.
for researchers,
by researchers.
We're open about how much cash
Cashew uses a best-in-class mobile app to

goes back to your respondents,

reach users that want to participate in
market research studies, and a self-serve
portal for researchers to make it happen.

because we're proud to say it's 50% of
what you pay per complete.
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An amazing app experience

App Store
4.9

equals highly engaged users

Love this app!

Fun app

Amazing app!

It’s pretty cool that I answer questions about

Super convenient and easy to use. You get

Highly recommend this app - it’s insanely easy

myself and they send surveys that meet my

notified when there’s new surveys so it takes

to use, Cashew is super transparent about how

interests. I’m looking forward to doing surveys

the guesswork out of figuring out when you can

much $ you are going to make, the surveys are

because the payouts look way better than what

take one. Really cool concept and an easy way to

quick and the questions are interesting. Unlike

other websites or apps offers - like actual cash

make a little extra cash which never hurts!

any other survey platform I currently use. Love

instead of points or things like that.

it!
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For inquiries or
anything under the sun

Email

Website

info@cashewlife.com

www.cashewlife.com

Instagram

Facebook

@cashewapp

@cashewlife

Rose Wong
Co-founder

Addy Graves
Co-founder
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Q1. What statement best describes your personal feelings about the COVID crisis in Canada?
Q2. Have you personally received one or both COVID-19 vaccination doses yet?
Q3. Which of the following best describes your current perceptions of the vaccine rollout in Canada?
Q4. Which of the following reasons do you think is/was contributing to the pace of the vaccine rollout in Canada?
Q5. Given what you’ve seen, read or heard, what is your perception on the effectiveness of the first vaccine dose?
Q6. Again, given what you’ve seen, read or heard, what is your perception of receiving the second dose of the
vaccine?
Q7.

On a scale of 1 to 5, to what degree do you trust the COVID-19 vaccine to be safe and effective? 1 means you

“trust very little” and 5 means you “trust a lot”.
Q10.

If

your

company

were

to

ask

you

to

return

to

the

office

full-time

within

the

next

week,

which

of

the

following best describes how you would react to this?
Q11.

Tell

us

more

about

your

response

to

the

previous

question.

Why

do

you

feel

the

way

you

do

about

returning/not returning to the office?
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Thanks

